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Summary
Precipitation radar measurement in mid-latitude cyclones had been limited by the
area like ground or aircraft based radar. GPM/DPR can globally observe 3-
dimensional distribution of it by dual frequency radar (Ku and Ka band) which has
information of precipitation microphysics. This study revealed that:
• In a case study of a mid-latitude cyclone, we found HIP band along with warm or

bent-back front and scattered HIP behind its cold front. These characteristics
have not so high values of Zm(Ku) but DFRm.

• For HIP band, the average density of particles decreases from storm top toward
2.5 km which is the height of Zm(Ka) maximum. This is probably due to
aggregation of snowflakes toward the lower layer.

• Statistical analysis for HIP bands show that the HIP band of the case study is not
a special case, but there are some HIP bands with the same feature of aggregate
as ice particles falling in poleward part of cyclones.

1. Case Study: flagHeavyIcePrecip (HIP) in a Extratropical Cyclone

March 3 2015   (Orbit number: 005738)

DFR (= dBZe(Ku)-dBZe(Ka))

flagHeavyIcePrecip (HIP)

Cross Section over Red Line

Area observed by DPR (yellow),
precipitation area (cyan), and
T  based on ERA5 (light green
contours) are superimposed over
infrared satellite image of a
extratropical cyclone.

𝛿𝑃𝐼𝐴 means the difference of path
integrated attenuation between Ku and
Ka band. Dual frequency ratio (DFR)
depends on size parameter of PSD.

𝐷𝐹𝑅 = 𝑑𝐵𝑍𝑒 𝐾𝑢 − 𝑑𝐵𝑍𝑒 𝐾𝑎 , or
𝐷𝐹𝑅𝑚 (𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑) = 𝛿𝑃𝐼𝐴 + 𝐷𝐹𝑅

• Scattered HIP 
behind the cold front

Enlarged View of HIP with the cyclone 

The feature in red circle is especially clear on DFR
and matching to flagHeavyIcePrecip (HIP, Iguchi et al.,
2018)
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CFADs for HIP band
(*)m means measured
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• HIP Band
Along the warm front with the
wide of about 20 km

Method of Detecting HIP by DFRm
• DFRm > 7dB
• and Zm(Ku) > 27dBZ
• Above -10 ℃ isoterm

0℃ 

The values of Zm(Ku) and DFRm over HIP band increase from storm top toward the
surface. Zm(Ka) also increases from storm top toward 2.5km height, but decreases
from 2.5km to the surface due to attenuation.

Effective method to know PSD is using 

Liao and Meneghini (2011) simulated Ze(Ku)-DFR
relation for different values of average bulk density 𝜌
assuming that the melting sizes of snow follow Gunn-
Marshall distribution and those of rain follow Marshall-
Palmer distribution. These theoretical curves of each
𝝆𝒔 are overplotted on following 2-dimensional
histograms of Zm(Ku) and DFRm.

To exclude the effect of attenuation, we used the values
• Above -10 ℃ isotherm, and
• above the height of Zm(Ka) maximum
in the vertical columns over HIP. Zm[dBZ]
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HIP Band

2. The combination of Zm(Ku) and DFRm

Cf. Hail Storm

Sep 5 2015 (Marra et al. 2017)
Average height (color), frequency(contour)

Zm(Ku)-DFRm histogram (color), theoretical curves of each density

Comparing HIP band and HIP in hail
storm, HIP band has smaller particle
density than hail storm HIP.

This particle density decreases from
the storm top to about 2.5km as the
particle sizes become larger. This
may be due to aggregation of ice
particles in upper layer.

3. Statistical Analysis for HIP Band
We detected HIP Band by the following method;

238 cases 
during 4 years

194 cases 
（81.2%）

1. We fitted ellipses for consecutive HIPs over the ocean,
2. Investigated the ellipse major axis > the DPR observation width
3. And excluded consecutive HIP along the orbit.

4. Is there a low pressure within 15° around the HIP band ?  

Average of height – freezing level 
(colors, freq > 5%), frequency (contour)Frequency(color) 
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HIP band in poleward part of cyclones

The occurrence 
location of HIP band 

around cyclone
83% of HIP bands associated with
cyclones are distributed in the poleward
part of cyclone center. The features of
precipitation there are very similar to HIP
band in the case study. HIP band in the
poleward part of cyclones infer that ice
particles in upper layer aggregate as
falling toward the lower.

The particle sizes there become larger toward lower layer as its density decreasing.


